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SPECIAL CSIR ON CONFERENCE CALL APPLICATIONS

BRIEF UPDATE
One of the biggest consequences of the COVID-19
pandemic has been the escalation in working from home.
This has led to a vast increase in the number of
teleconferences, and Zoom, has been among the most
popular systems. This CSIR is intended to warn users of
the global concerns around aspects of conference calling,
such as those raised about the use of Zoom, and in
particular its security failures and privacy infringements. A
month ago, Zoom admitted that it was selling users’ data
to Facebook without their specific consent. It emerged
that its advertised privacy features, and particularly end-
to-end encryption, do not exist. This has resulted in zoom-
raiding, where hackers have access to the whole content
of a videoconference (almost all undetected), zoom-
bombing (deliberate disruption of conferences) and ‘cyber
squatting’, where unauthorised hackers can join a
conference. Zoom has been offering a solution that has
assisted many businesses through the initial wave of
COVID-19, so its security features are only being exposed
due to its massively increased use and popularity. Zoom
CEO said that they will freeze feature updates to address
the security issues in the next 90 days. We recommend
vigilance in choosing your preferred communication tools.

Other conference and secure
communications apps which are
popular include:

SIGNAL (often regarded as the gold standard
in free encryption and privacy) Free
TELEGRAM (secure app based messaging) Free
JITSI (open source encrypted conference suite)
Free
ARMOUR COMMS (encrypted mobile and
conference capability, up to NATO standards)
Subscription

(Disclaimer: Armour Communications is business partner of Sequrest Paratus OÜ)

Things to consider when choosing and
using a video conferencing app 

Do not re-use passwords (500,000 Zoom accounts were on sale on
the Darknet that had compromised passwords from previous leaks)
Get acquainted with the settings and understand how to take
advantage of the privacy settings 
Do research on any piece of software that you use and look especially
close at their track record in regards to privacy and security. 
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